Should sellers disclose their cost information to potential buyers? If yes, under what conditions should firms adopt this cost transparent strategy? We examine these questions by using an analytical approach followed by an experimental analysis. To begin, we develop a monopolistic model to show that the transparent strategy is optimum if and only if products are of low perceived quality and relatively high unit cost. This result implies that luxury goods firms (with high perceived quality and relatively low unit cost) should not disclose their cost information.
Introduction
In general, firms are tight-lipped about supply chain processes (e.g., supply source of materials, identity of contract manufacturers, supplier environmental compliance, etc.) and costs (e.g., material cost, labor cost, etc.) to maintain a competitive edge. However, partly due to regulatory and product provenance. 8 Sodhi and Tang (2018) articulated that the economic benefits of being transparent in terms of market shares, sales, and profit remain unclear. Specifically, product cost is a closely-guarded secret because: (1) cost transparency can make a firm more vulnerable to competition; and (2) cost transparency can cause "dual entitlement" concerns (Kahneman et al. (1986)) in the market and create unhappy consumers who feel that the firm's profit margin is unreasonably high (i.e., the selling price is too high relative to the manufacturing cost). For these reasons, we are intrigued by the fact that Everlane.com is the only apparel firm in the US that discloses its supply chain (input) costs (material and labor costs) as well as the average profit margin by other firms selling similar apparel items. 9 This observation motivates us to examine whether cost transparency is an effective marketing strategy in a competitive market.
In a recent laboratory experimental study of a single firm, Mohan et al. (2015) show that cost transparency can enable a firm to increase its sales because it motivates consumers to become more likely to purchase (even when the profit margin is higher than what consumers had expected). Mohan et al. (2017) 's findings on the general appeal of cost transparency, in conjunction with dual entitlement concerns (Kahneman et al. (1986) ), create a dilemma for firms when considering the adoption of cost transparency. The picture is even more complicated in a competitive situation such as a duopoly, in which one or both firms might adopt cost transparency to gain competitive advantage. This set of issues motivated us to examine the following research questions about cost transparency in a broader context. Firstly, what are the economic benefits (i.e., sales and profit)
for a monopoly to adopt the transparent strategy? What are the key drivers for explaining these economic benefits? Secondly, in a duopolistic setting, how would the adoption of the transparent strategy affects a firm's market share, sales and profit? Under what conditions should a firm adopt the transparency strategy? In equilibrium, when will one firm adopt the transparent strategy and the other firm adopt the opaque strategy (as observed in the marketplace where Everlane.com is the only apparel seller who adopts the transparent strategy)?
To examine the above questions, we first develop a parsimonious and tractable analytical framework to capture the trade off arising from cost transparency: cost transparency boosts consumer's willingess to pay so that a firm can afford to charge a higher price; however, cost transparency discloses information about "fair market reference price" so that the firm cannot afford to charge a higher price without offending potential customers. Faced with this trade off, we identify the conditions under which a monopoly should adopt the transparent strategy. We then extend our analysis to a competitive duopolistic setting with two asymmetric firms and identify the conditions under which 0, 1 or 2 firms would adopt the transparent strategy in equilibrium. To validate our analytical findings, we conduct a laboratory experiment for the duopoly case.
Our findings are as follows. First, we show analytically that a monopoly firm should adopt the transparent strategy if and only if the quality is sufficiently low. This is because, when the quality is low, a monopoly can benefit more from adopting the transparent strategy (due to the increased consumer's willingness to pay caused by the firm's cost transparency) despite being constrained by a reference price. This result is consistent with the practice of Uber as follows. Before Lyft's entrance, Uber operated as a monopolistic ride-sharing service. As consumers were using the relatively high taxi fare as the reference price, Uber's "labor cost" was transparent because it was paying its independent drivers 80% of the revenue collected from the passengers (Bai et al. (2018) ).
Second, in a duopolistic setting, we show analytically that the quality differentiation between firms is a key factor for a firm to decide whether to adopt the cost transparency strategy. Specifically, when the quality differentiation between the firms is high, both firms should adopt the opaque strategy because different firms can set different prices to segment the market. On the contrary, both firms should adopt the transparency strategy when the quality differentiation is low. Interestingly, when quality differentiation is medium, there are potentially two equilibria. In particular, when the voluntary disclosure of cost garners a substantial increase in consumer's willingness to pay, we find that the high quality firm would adopt the opaque strategy, while the low quality firm would adopt the transparent strategy. This result is caused by the fact that, when quality differentiation is less pronounced, the lower quality firm needs to use cost transparency as an additional lever to compete. This finding provides a plausible explanation for explaining why Everlane.com is the only firm that adopts the transparent strategy. Specifically, our result predicts that Gap (the firm with higher quality) should adopt the opaque strategy and Everlane.com (the firm with lower quality) should adopt the transparent strategy to compete when its quality falls short. However, when the change in consumer's willingness to pay is somewhat muted in response to voluntary cost transparency, the higher quality firm adopts the transparency strategy while the lower quality firm does not. That we do not observe this in reality perhaps bears testimony that voluntary adoption of cost transparency has a substantial impact on consumer's willingness to pay. Third, through our statistical analysis of the data generated from our laboratory experiment, we find support for our analytical results: as quality differentiation decreases, both firms are more likely to adopt cost transparency and reduce prices.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we review related literature briefly. In §3, we first analyze the monopolistic and a competitive settings; respectively. We then propose various hypotheses based on our theoretical findings. In §4, we outline our experimental design, describe the experimental procedures, and discuss our experimental results. We conclude in §5. All proofs are given in Appendix A. Appendix B offers further data analysis for the experiment. Finally, to validate the robustness of our key analytical findings, we examine an extension in the Online Appendix which also contains the detailed description of the experiment.
Literature Review
Researchers have examined the issues of operational, price, and cost transparency. First, operational transparency refers to the case when a firm discloses its service delivery efforts that can increase consumers' willingness to pay Norton (2011), Gershoff et al. (2012) , Morales (2005) , Chinander and Schweitzer (2003) ). Kraft et al. (2017) examine whether disclosure of supplier information, voluntary or mandatory, can improve the supplier's social responsibility practices.
Second, price transparency refers to the case when a firm separates its price into royalties and taxes so that consumers perceive the price to be lower. Carter and Curry (2010) show that it can increase consumers' purchase intentions. In our context, cost transparency refers to a firm's disclosure various costs involved in the production of the product or service and includes materials, labor, research & development among others. By using a signaling game, Jiang et al. (2017) examine the effect of cost transparency on the firm's pricing strategy and new product innovation.
As noted previously, cost transparency triggers the notion of "dual entitlement" as consumers are less willing to buy from firms whose profit margins are deemed to be too large (Kahneman et al. (1986) , Bazerman (1985) , Köszegi and Rabin (2015) ). However, voluntary cost transparency increases a firm's trustworthiness (Laurenceau et al. (1998) , Aron et al, (1997) , Sedikides et al. (1999) , Mohan et al. (2015) ). We explore the following questions: How should firms tradeoff these two effects? How does competition between firms change the firms' propensity towards voluntary cost transparency?
Next, our experimental study investigated participants' cost transparency and pricing decisions when they play the role as competing sellers. This experimental study is related to the voluminous literature of experimental oligopolistic studies. In that literature, the typical setup involves quantity and/or price competition. A major concern is the influence of industry structure on the rise of collusive behavior (see van den Berg and Bos 2017). The major industry structure elements that have been studied include the information flow in the market (e.g., Gomez-Martinez, Onderstal, and Sonnemans 2016, Kalayci 2016) , the number of competitors (e.g., Huck, Normann, and Oechssler 2004) , and regulations (e.g., Dijkstra, Haan, and Mulder 2017) .
In recent years, a rising number of experimental studies examines how industry players' and consumers' preferences beyond self-interest maximization can influence experimental oligopolistic competition. This trend is largely motivated by the fact that people often have significant fairness perceptions, particularly towards prices (Haws and Bearden 2006) , that can have an impact on their economic behavior. Subsequent experimentation on fairness perceptions in a competitive market falls into three categories. The first category studies fairness perceptions among industry players.
For example, Iris and Santos-Pinto (2014) used Fehr and Schmidt (1999) 's inequity aversion model among competitors to account for the occurrence of collusive behavior in Cournot oligopoly experiments. Bartling et al. (2017) examined how perceptions of pricing fairness in a marketing channel can influence its pricing mechanisms. The second category focuses on consumers' fairness perceptions. For example, Schmidt et al. (2015) investigated how consumers behaved in a competitive market when they could pay whatever they wanted for one or more of the sellers' products. The third category focuses on firms' transparency and information disclosure policies (see also Kraft et al. 2018 ). Pigors and Rockenbach (2016a) examined a scenario in which a firm may release wage information to consumers so that consumers can evaluate the firm's fairness, which could then have an impact on the consumers' own purchase decisions. Pigors and Rockenbach (2016b) studied similar issues when a firm may reveal production-related information truthfully to its workers.
The experimental investigation in our study is a novel development in the third category, as it looks at competitive interactions under cost transparency. It also adopts a different methodological approach from the related previous studies. The related previous studies tend to focus on participants' behavioral responses as consumers to firms' transparency and information disclosure policies.
Because of this, it is difficult to formulate game-theoretic benchmark predictions on competitive strategies that are predicated on the recipients' behavior -unless basic demand characteristics, such as consumer heterogeneity in their valuations of the products, are assumed to be highly simplistic. Our work instead uses computer programming to simulate the behavior of the recipients i.e., consumers' response to cost transparency -as a demand function following our theoretical model as well as previous behavioral studies. We focus on the competitive behavior of the participants in the role of sellers, given the simulated demand function. We thus have the advantage of being able to formulate point predictions of competitive strategy (which involves cost transparency as well as pricing decisions) given our demand function. Importantly, this methodological approach allows us to obtain unambiguous results and managerial insights on how quality differentiation in a vertically differentiated market can affect cost transparency adoption in an experimental duopoly, as we report in Section 4.
Analytical Framework and Analysis
In this section, we present a parsimonious and tractable theoretical framework and determine the conditions under which a firm should adopt cost transparency in equilibrium. As a benchmark, we first present the monopolistic case followed by the duopolistic case. Our analytical results form the hypotheses that enable us to investigate via laboratory experimentation in §4.
Monopoly
Consider a monopoly firm, M , whose product is of exogenous quality q and the marginal cost of production is c. Without loss of generality, we assume that c < q.
Sequence of Events
The sequence of events is as follows. 
Consumers
We model consumer heterogeneity by assuming that consumers vary along the dimension of valuation for quality. More formally, a consumer's value for quality, v j , follows a uniform distribution along the interval [0, 1] . If Firm M adopts the opaque strategy (O) and announces price p M only, then the utility for Consumer v j for purchasing the product from M is given as:
If Firm M adopts the transparency strategy (T ) and announces m and c where p M = mc, then we shall assume that consumers will take into account both the impact of the 'feel good' factor when a firm adopts cost transparency (Mohan et al. (2015) ) as well as the effect from dual entitlement as explained earlier (Kahneman et al. (1986) ). In this case, the purchase utility for Consumer v j from M is given as:
where φ(> 0) denotes the additional utility that the consumer enjoys from the firm's 'trustworthiness' owing to its voluntary cost transparency. Essentially, the term φ captures the increased in consumer's willingness to pay when the firm adopts cost transparency. According to the principle of "dual entitlement", consumers also care about price fairness. To incorporate the notion of fairness, we define γ(> 0) as the extent in which consumers care about price fairness and k(≥ 1) as the reference point for a 'fair' markup, or equivalently, one can interpret the term kc as the fair market
10 Throughout the paper, we use p to denote the pricing decision of the firm when it does not adopt cost transparency but write p as mc instead when it does adopt cost transparency.
reference price. 11 Thus, c(k − m) measures the extent to which consumers 'reward' (or 'penalize') the firm when mc < kc (or when mc > kc). By using a single parameter γ, we assume that the effect of 'reward' and 'penalty' is symmetric. (We shall discuss the implications and the limitations of our model regarding φ and γ in §5. For instance, we can extend our analysis to the case of asymmetric reward and penalty; however, the analysis is intractable.)
The utility functions as shown in (1) and (2) capture the underlying trade off arising from cost transparency. On one hand, cost transparency boosts consumer's willingess to pay via φ so that a firm can afford to charge a higher price. On the other hand, because cost transparency discloses information about fair market reference price kc, cost transparency limits the freedom for the firm to set a higher price: a firm will suffer from a lower demand when it sets the selling price mc way above the reference price kc. By taking this dilemma into consideration, we first examine the conditions under which a monopoly should adopt the transparency strategy before we extend our analysis to the duopolistic setting. (For ease of reference, we provide a list of notations in the following table.)
11 Notably, the reference point for the markup, k, may be interpreted as the industry average, or some acceptable level posited by consumers. Alternatively, k can also be interpreted as the markup that consumers expect. Any deviation from this expectation affects the willingness-to-pay. We assume that k is exogenous and is common knowledge as k may be influenced by a number of factors, including firms in and out of the industry and the overall business community, amongst others. For example, Everlane provides information about its m and c, and the average market price for a similar item. This average market price conveys the notion of a fair price, which can be converted to a fair markup if one uses c as the average cost. We first use (1) and (2) to determine the demand for the case when firm M adopts the opaque strategy (O) and the transparency strategy (T ) respectively. By using these demand functions, we can determine the optimal price p O * M that maximizes the firm's profit under the opaque stragtegy O and the optimal mark up m T * under the transparent strategy T . By comparing the optimal profits for Firm M that correspond to these two cases, we obtain a major result that is summarized in Proposition 1. (See Appendix A for details.) Proposition 1. It is optimal for a monopoly firm M to adopt cost transparency (T ) if and only if
Observe from (3) that the monopoly firm should adopt the transparency strategy if and only if the quality is sufficiently low, the threshold of which, depends on k, φ, γ and c. In other words, when the quality is low, the monopoly finds it beneficial to leverage on the higher willingness to pay brought about by the adoption of cost transparency. With a low quality, the extent to which the firm can set a high price is limited. This implies that the constraint brought about owing to cost transparency more than compensates for by the increase in the consumer's willingness to pay.
In the following, we elaborate on how k, φ, γ and c affect the adoption of cost transparency.
First, when the industry average markup k is sufficiently high, (3) is more likely to hold and so it is beneficial for Firm M to adopt the transparency strategy T . However, when k is low, the monopoly firm is better off not revealing its cost c and its optimal markup m T * . This is because when the optimal markup m T * is much higher than the reference k, the penalty γ · (k − m T * ) overshadows the reward φ associated with cost transparency. Hence, the firm is better off adopting the opaque strategy O when the industry average markup k is low. Second, when consumers value cost transparency by rewarding firms with a higher φ, Condition (3) is again more likely to hold. To capitalize on such consumer sentiment, the monopoly firm is more likely to adopt the transparency strategy. Third, when consumers care a lot about fairness as captured by a higher γ, the righthand-side of (3) increases so that it is more likely for a monopoly firm to adopt the transparency strategy.
Finally, when Firm M sells a product whose cost is low so that Condition (3) is less likely to hold, the firm prefers the opaque strategy O. This is because when c is low, the benefit accrued from cost transparency is insufficient to compensate for the constraints imposed on the markup owing to the dual entitlement term (k − m) arising from cost transparency as stated in (2) . Thus, the firm is better off being opaque. As an example, consider a luxury goods firm that tends to possess a low value of c but a relatively high value of q. In this case, (3) is unlikely to hold. Hence, Proposition 1 reveals that the monopoly firm is better off adopting the opaque strategy O. This result provides a plausible reason as to why luxury goods firms should not reveal their price breakdown by disclosing its markup m and its cost c. Proposition 1 thus identifies quality as pivotal in the adoption of the transparent strategy. In the following, we explore how quality plays a role in our duopoly setting.
Duopoly: Analysis of Asymmetric Firms
We now extend our analysis of the monopoly case to the duopoly case while taking into consideration the possibility of having each firm to adopt either the opaque strategy O or the transparent strategy T . Without loss of generality, we assume Firm 1 produces and sells a product with a higher unit cost that is of higher quality than Firm 2 so that q 1 > q 2 , and k ≥ 1 > c 1 ≥ c 2 . As explained earlier, we assume that the consumers observe the quality q i , but they do not observe the unit cost c i (or markup m i ) unless firm i adopts the transparent strategy (T ).
Sequence of Game
Consider two firms engaged in a non-cooperative game over three time periods as follows. In Period In the following subsections, we use backward induction to analyze the game by considering four possible subgames associated with the strategy (i..e, O or T ) selected by each firm. We present the main results here and provide the detailed analysis in Appendix A. Our analysis is based on the assumption that the market is fully covered; i.e., consumers have unit demands and will buy one unit from one of the firms that offers a higher utility. 12 Besides tractability, the assumption that the market is fully covered is applicable to the case when the market consists of consumers who are committed to buy a unit from one of the firms which occurs when the price is not too high. Also, the full market coverage assumption is commonly used in the marketing literature to simplify the expositions (Chen et al. (2009 ), Desai et al. (2016 , ). 
Subgame 1: (O, O)
In this subgame, both firms adopt the opaque strategy O so that the purchase utility
For ease of exposition, let us define ∆ as the "quality differentiation" between firms. Because we assume that q 1 > q 2 (without loss of generality),
When none of the firms adopts cost transparency, Lemma 1 (below) reveals that the higherquality firm (Firm 1) always earns a higher profit than the lower-quality firm (Firm 2). In fact, the difference in the equilibrium prices is increasing in the quality differentiation ∆ as well as the cost difference, while the profit difference is increasing in quality differentiation but decreasing in cost difference. This is because, although Firm 1 sets a relatively higher price when its cost is higher, this does not translate into a higher profit difference. However, a higher quality differentiation ∆ leads to a higher profit difference.
Lemma 1. Subgame (O,O).
When both firms adopt the opaque strategy O, the equilibrium price for each firm satisfies:
. Also, the eqilibrium profit for each firm satisfies: π
Subgame 2: (T , O)
In this subgame, observe from (2) that the purchase utility for Firm 1 can be rewritten as
, and observe from (1) that the purchase utility for Firm 2 is given 
, and
Also, the corresponding optimal profit for each firm is given as:
Clearly, when the qaulity differentiation ∆ is sufficiently large and γ is not too big, Firm 1 sets a higher price than Firm 2. At the same time, Firm 1 earns a higher profit than Firm 2 in equilibrium.
Subgame 3: (O, T )
When the higher quality firm, Firm 1, adopts the opaque strategy O and Firm 2 adopts the transparent strategy T , we can use the same approach as before to obtain the following result. satisfy:
Analogous to Subgame 2, when the quality differentiation ∆ is sufficiently large and γ is not too big, the above lemma reveals that Firm 1 sets a higher price than Firm 2 and earns a higher profit than Firm 2 in equilibrium.
Subgame 4: (T , T )
Finally, when both firms adopt the transparent strategy T , the purchase utility for Firm i is given
By comparing the utilities associated with both firms, it is clear that consumers do not generate additional consumer utility φ relative to its competitor owing to voluntary cost transparency adopted by both firms. Hence, φ plays no role in the equilibrium, which is as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Subgame (T,T). When both firms adopt the transparent strategy T , the optimal markup and the corresponding profit of each firm satisfy:
When both firms adopt the transparent strategy T , it is straightforward to check that the price of Firm 1, p 1 (= m 1 c 1 ) is always higher that than of Firm 2 because p
> 0. Furthermore, Firm 1 earns a higher profit at the equilibrium if and only if the quality differentiation ∆ > 2(c 1 − c 2 )(−γk + γ + 1). In other words, for sufficiently large difference in quality, Firm 1 is always better off than Firm 2 profit-wise even when both firms adopt the same transparency strategy T .
Equilibrium Strategies
To determine whether a firm should adopt the transparent strategy T in a competitive environment, we compare the payoffs of the firms in each subgame as stated in Lemmas 1-4. Recall from Lemmas 1-4 that the quality differentiation ∆ affects each firm's payoff in each subgame. Consequently, the equilibrium strategy for predicting whether a firm adopts the transparency strategy T would hinge upon the quality differentiation and we shall explore this issue in this section. 
Next, consider the case where Firm 1 adopts the transparent strategy T . Then, it is optimum for Firm 2 to remain opaque about its cost when π
≥ 0, which occurs if and only if
Note that τ 2,2 = τ 2,1 + φ + γc 1 (k − 1) > τ 2,1 . The intuition of the above analysis is that when the quality differentiation ∆ ≡ q 1 − q 2 is large, firms are already sufficiently differentiated to mitigate aggressive pricing competition. Thus, voluntary cost transparency is not attractive since adopting voluntary cost transparency means that the markup (and thus price), cannot be too much higher than k. Further examination also shows that τ 2,1 , τ 2,2 are increasing in φ, k, γ. Thus, adoption of voluntary cost transparency is less likely when φ, k are high. Combining (5) and (6), we get: 
≥ 0, which occurs if and only if:
Likewise, when Firm 2 adopts voluntary cost transparency, it is optimum for Firm 1 not to adopt voluntary cost transparency when π
≥ 0, whcih occurs if and only if
As before,
. Hence, (7) and (8) together imply the following lemma.
Lemma 6. If ∆ ≥ τ 1,2 , the opaque strategy O is a dominant strategy for Firm 1. If ∆ ≤ τ 1,1 , adopting the transparent strategy T is a dominant strategy for Firm 1.
By combining our results as stated in Lemmas 5 and 6, we can map out the conditions associated with ∆ that specify the strategy to be adopted by each firm in equilibrium. For ease of exposition, we order τ 1,1 , τ 1,2 , τ 2,1 , τ 2,2 and re-write them as σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 , σ 4 where σ 1 ≤ σ 2 ≤ σ 3 ≤ σ 4 . Specifically, we get:
. In a duopoly, the strategy for each firm to adopt in equilibrium can be described as follows.
• When ∆ ≤ σ 2 , both firms should adopt the transparent strategy T .
• When ∆ ∈ (σ 2 , σ 3 ) and if {σ 2 , σ 3 } = {τ 1,2 , τ 2,1 }, Firm 1 adopts the opaque strategy O, while Firm 2 adopts the transparent strategy T . If {σ 2 , σ 3 } = {τ 2,2 , τ 1,1 }, Firm 1 adopts the transparent strategy T while Firm 2 adopts the opaque strategy O. Otherwise, there exist two equilibria whereby both firms adopt the transparent strategy T or the opaque strategy O.
• When ∆ ≥ σ 3 , both firms should adopt the opaque strategy O.
Theorem 1 can be interpreted as follows. When the quality differentiation, ∆ is low, both firms adopt cost transparency (T, T ). This result is based on the following intuition. When quality differentiation is low, competition intensifies and both firms have to adopt transparency as an alternative lever. This result suggests that when both firms are of similar quality, both firms are forced to pull the transparency lever before they enter the fierce price competition. This is because the firm who remains opaque will lose market share and profit margin. This result suggests that, when quality differentiation is low, firms are likely to adopt the transparency strategy to compete along with price.
On the other hand, when the quality differentiation, ∆, is high, no firm adopts voluntary cost transparency (O, O).This result is based on the following intuition. When quality differentiation is high, both firms can simply use selling price to segment the market without pulling the transparency lever to restrict their pricing decisions.This result has the following implications: when a luxury brand (e.g., Cartier) competes with a regular jeweler, neither firms have incentive to adopt the transparent strategy because they can use different selling price to segment the market.
Finally, when the quality differentiation ∆ is moderate, there are three possible scenarios, depending on the magnitude of φ. More specifically, the condition, σ 2 = τ 1,2 , σ 3 = τ 2,1 holds if and only if φ is sufficiently large.
14 In this case, the first statement in the theorem suggests that the high quality firm will choose the opaque strategy while the low quality firm will choose the transparent strategy. This result is based on the following intuition. When quality differentiation is moderate but the increase in consumers' willingness to pay owing to cost transparency; i.e., φ, is high, the low quality firm can use transparency to compensate for its low quality. In this case, the constraint on the price markup is compensated for by the high φ. However, because of its moderate higher quality, the high quality firm finds it sufficient to use its selling to compete without pulling the transparency lever to compete that would limit its freedom in setting its own price. This result has the following implications: when a new entrant with slightly lower (perceived) quality (e.g.,
Everlane.com) competes with a well established firm with slightly higher (perceived) quality (e.g., Gap), it is beneficial for Everlane to use transparency to compensate for its lower quality. However, with a slight quality edge, Gap can afford to use the opaque strategy so that it can continue to enjoy a higher margin without worrying about the penalty associated with the selling price m 1 c 1 being higher than the fair market reference price kc. Hence, this result is consistent with what we observe in the market place.
The second condition in the statement, i.e., σ 2 = τ 2,2 , σ 3 = τ 1,1 holds when φ is low. 15 In this instance, the benefit from cost transparency is insufficient for the low-quality to compensate for the resultant constraint on the price markup owing to cost transparency. As a result, the low-quality firm foregoes the transparency strategy but opts to be opaque while the high quality firm adopts the transparency strategy. That this outcome where the high-quality firm is transparent on its cost while the low-quality firm is not is not evident in reality. Perhaps this enables us to infer that φ is indeed sufficiently high so that the second case when the quality difference is moderate is not observed in reality.
Finally, we note the existence of multiple (symmetric) equilibria, (T, T ), (O, O) for moderate 14 σ2 = τ1,2 < σ2 = τ2,1 if and only if φ > ((
. 15 σ2 = τ2,2 < σ3 = τ1,1 if and only if φ <
values of φ and ∆. In this instance, either both firms remain opaque about their respective costs, or if one firm adopts the transparent strategy, the other firm finds it optimum too to be transparent as the benefit of being transparent owing to a moderate φ, is higher than staying opaque.
In summary, our analysis thus far identifies quality differentiation ∆ as a key driver for the adoption of the transparency strategy T . When the firms are sufficiently differentiated in terms of quality, both adopt the opaque strategy and do not disclose their respective cost information.
However, when the firms are close in quality, adopting the transparency strategy constitutes the equilibrium for both firms as being transparent about its cost enables a firm to differentiate itself from the competitor. Essentially, as the level of quality differentiation between the firms decreases, firms capitalizes on transparency as a lever to differentiate itself from its competitor. This intuition is formalized in the following Theorem:
Theorem 2. (Impact of Quality Differentiation on Cost Transparency in Asymmetric Duopoly). As the quality differentiation ∆ between the firms decreases, firms tend towards adopting the transparent strategy T .
By examining the equilibrium prices in the respective subgames and incorporating the transparency strategy adopted by the firms at the equilibrium, we are able to deduce the following result, that is, as the firms become less differentiated in terms of their quality, pricing competition between the firms become more intense, resulting in lower prices for both firms.
Theorem 3. (Impact of Quality Differentiation on Prices in Asymmetric Duopoly). As the quality differentiation ∆ between the firms decreases, the prices at equilibrium decreases.
In summary, we have showed that, in a duopolistic setting, the quality differentiation ∆ between firms in a duopoly plays a pivotal role in determining the adoption of cost transparency at the equilibrium. When the quality differentiation between firms is high, both firms adopt the opaque strategy. However, both firms adopt the transparency strategy when the quality differentiation is low. Interestingly, when quality differentiation is medium, we find that the high quality firm would adopt the opaque strategy, while the low quality firm would adopt the transparent strategy. This finding corroborates with the case when Everlane.com is the only firm that adopts the transparent strategy. As a new startup with lesser known quality than its competitor (e.g., Gap), our equilibrium analysis predicts that Gap (the firm with higher quality) should adopt the opaque strategy, while
Everlane.com (the firm with lower quality) should adopt the transparent strategy. Specifically, by leveraging the transparent strategy, Everlane can boost consumer's willingness to pay despite the perceived quality is lower. In other words, cost transparency serves as an alternative lever for differentiation and kicks in when quality differentiation falls short to mitigate intensive pricing competition.
Experimental Study: Two Asymmetric Firms in a Duopoly
By establishing certain modeling assumptions about the consumer response to cost transparency that are based on previous research, we have examined the strategic interactions between two competing sellers and their transparency adoption behavior in a duopolistic environment. In this section, we report a laboratory experiment on participants strategic interactions in the role of sellers given the same stylized model of demand. Our investigation is concerned with the following research questions: will competing sellers in the laboratory make cost transparency and pricing decisions that are consistent with model predictions? Or, instead, will there be any systematic deviations in the sellers decisions from model predictions?
In our experiment, we paired participants up as duopolistic sellers who engaged in pricing competition, with an additional decision variable involving cost transparency adoption. The stages of the experimental competition game, as well as the computer-simulated demand that responded to the sellers decisions, were set up to replicate the asymmetric duopoly model as presented in Section 3. In particular, our experimental design is intended to examine the impact of quality differentiation (∆ = q 1 − q 2 ) on the competitors' cost transparency and pricing decisions.
Design of Experiment and Development of Hypotheses
Our experiment involved three between-subjects conditions. Specifically, the quality differentiation ∆ = q 1 − q 2 was the "treatment" variable that was manipulated across three conditions:
high (∆ = 20), medium (∆ = 12), and low (∆ = 4) quality differentiation. In our experiment, the simulated demand in all three conditions was generated by setting φ = 0.2, γ = 0.4, and k = 1.5.
To make the decision scenarios more concrete to the participants, the simulated demand was described as a market of N = 1, 000 "buyers" in the experiment, in contrast with the continuum of consumer population in the theoretical model. In practice, we calculated the continuum demand in the experiment given participants' decisions, and then multiplied by N (with necessary rounding off) to generate the unit sales for the participants. Prices were measured in Experimental Currency Units (ECUs) with a fixed and pre-announced conversion rate to real money (see the Procedure section). Lastly, to further simplify the decision scenarios, the marginal cost (known as the "selling cost" in our experiment) was set at c 1 = c 2 = c = 10 for all three conditions. An implication is that the reference price kc was set at kc = 15 in all conditions for both sellers.
By considering the conditions as stated above, we can apply Lemmas 1-4 and Theorem 1 in §3 to compute various theoretical equilibrium predictions. Table 1 lists the equilibrium predictions for the major decision variables of cost transparency adoption and price, as well as the outcome variables of demand and profit, for each of the three experimental conditions. It is apparent from the table that the treatment conditions (as defined by different levels of ∆) generate dramatically different equilibrium cost transparency adoption decisions. Specifically, at high quality differentiation (i.e., when ∆ = 20), both sellers adopts the opaque strategy in equilibrium (i.e.,
(O, O)) and both sellers price relatively high (compared with other conditions). At medium quality differentiation (i.e., when ∆ = 12), the high-quality seller adopts the opaque strategy (O) while the low-quality seller adopts cost transparency (T ) respectively, and the equilibrium prices are set at moderate levels. Finally, at low quality differentiation (i.e., when ∆ = 4), both sellers adopt cost transparency (i.e, (T, T )): the low quality differentiation leads to intense price competition, resulting in low equilibrium prices.
Given the theoretical equilibrium predictions as stated in Table 1 , we design our experiment to test, across conditions, a variety of equilibrium cost transparency adoption patterns in the duopoly.
Also, we derive a number of hypotheses from the theoretical equilibrium predictions as discussed in Theorems 1-3 of Section 3 and as illustrated in Table 1 , which highlight how cost transparency adoption and pricing decisions change with quality differentiation ∆:
Hypothesis H1 (Impact of Quality Differentiation on Cost Transparency Adoption).
1a. The high-quality seller (Firm 1) is equally likely (more likely) to adopt cost transparency when quality differentiation decreases from high to medium (medium to low).
1b. The low-quality seller (Firm 2) is more likely (equally likely) to adopt cost transparency when quality differentiation decreases from high to medium (medium to low).
1c. The low-quality seller (Firm 2) is more or equally likely to adopt cost transparency than the high-quality seller (Firm 1) at all levels of quality differentiation. The difference between the two sellers' likelihoods to adopt cost transparency is the highest at medium quality differentiation, compared with either low or high quality differentiation.
Hypothesis H2 (Impact of Quality Differentiation on Pricing Decisions).
2a. Both sellers' prices decrease when quality differentiation decreases.
2b. The high-quality seller (Firm 1) sets higher prices than the low-quality seller (Firm 2) at all levels of quality differentiation.
Subjects
A total of 308 participants, with approximately equal proportions of males and females, took part in the experiment. The participants were recruited from the undergraduate subject pool of the behavioral laboratory at a major university in Singapore. The recruitment initiative was conducted with a target of 100 participants per condition for our three-condition design, and the target was achieved. Each experimental session lasted approximately one hour on average. Inclusive of a fixed participation payment of 15 Singapore Dollars that was institutionally required for the duration of the session, participants' earnings from the experiment -which were contingent on their performances -were on average 18.8 Singapore Dollars (US$1 ≈ 1.3 Singapore Dollars). Ethical clearance was obtained from the laboratory's institution prior to the experiment.
Procedure
Upon entering the laboratory, every participant was seated in a cubicle with a computer terminal.
The programmed interface on the computer terminal was the only channel through which the participant submitted his/her decisions during the experiment.
Each participant was then asked to read through an instructions sheet (see Online Appendix), which he/she could refer to throughout the experimental session. Once every participant had fin-ished reading the instructions and clicked a button on his/her computer screen to indicate readiness to begin, the participants were randomly and anonymously matched in pairs by the program to form duopolies of sellers. The pairing remained the same throughout the session. We adopted this fixed-pairing arrangement in order to maximize the number of independent data points under our resource constraints. Had we re-matched participants at some point in the session, the re-matching would have introduced some interdependence between different pairs afterwards, which would then have complicated rigorous data analysis. The tradeoff of the fixed-pairing arrangement was that it probably made participants more inclined to attempt tacit collusion during the experimental session. However, as we shall see, while there were indeed some attempts at collusive pricing among the participants, the attempts were far from successful.
Within each matched pair, one participant was randomly assigned to be the high-quality seller (labelled as "Seller P" in the experiment), while the other participant was assigned to be the lowquality seller (labelled as "Seller Q" in the experiment). A participant's seller role also remained fixed throughout the session. Each experimental session consisted of 30 rounds, each round being an iteration of the experimental game. The experimental game followed our theoretical model for asymmetric duopolies, and involved two decision stages as described in §3:
1. Each seller decided independently whether to adopt cost transparency or not, without any knowledge about the other seller's cost transparency decision;
2. When both of the cost transparency decisions from Stage (1) were submitted, they became common knowledge to both sellers in the duopoly. Then each seller decided independently his/her own price (i.e., the selling price if the seller adopts the opaque strategy, or the price markup if the seller adopts the transparency strategy) without knowledge about the other seller's pricing decision.
When both of the pricing decisions from Stage (2) were submitted, they became common knowledge in the duopoly as well. The demands (i.e., unit sales out of the 1, 000 simulated buyers) and profits for the sellers were then realized and made common knowledge in the duopoly, which concluded the game.
At the end of the experiment, each participant was paid his/her profit in one randomly chosen round out of the 30 rounds played. The participants' earnings in ECUs would be converted to real money according to the exchange rate of 1,000 ECUs = 1 Singapore Dollar.
Some of the challenges in the implementation of the experiment were to convey to the par-ticipants the simulated consumer behavior on the demand side, as well as the idea of quality differentiation. Our approach to these challenges is expressed in the "Buyers' Responses to the Sellers' Decisions" section of the Instruction Sheet (see Online Appendix).
Firstly, to convey the demand impact of cost transparency, we stated that, if a seller decided to adopt cost transparency (described as "disclosing his/her selling cost" in the experiment), (i) the buyers would appreciate the decision and become more inclined to purchase from the seller, and (ii) the buyers would "compare the seller's price with the disclosed selling cost, and judge whether the seller is making a 'fair' profit or not". Importantly, we next pointed out to the participants that "a 50% profit over the selling cost is considered 'fair', in connection with our choice of k = 1.5.
Secondly, to convey the demand impact of quality difference, we stated that "if both sellers make the same disclosure decisions and set the same price, Seller P [the high-quality seller] will capture all the market, i.e., all of the 1,000 buyers will purchase Seller P's product, because of the higher quality".
Lastly, to convey the idea of quality differentiation, we stated how many more unit sales a seller could gain if the seller lowered his/her price by one ECU, in the following format: "If a seller (Seller P or Seller Q) lowers the price per unit of his/her product by 1 ECU, the demand for his/her product could increase by up to x. That is, up to x more buyers -would purchase from a sellers for every ECU's decrease in his/her price", where x is 70, 116, and 350 in the high, medium, and low quality differentiation conditions, respectively. This approach is motivated by our observation that, according to the model setup, the quality differentiation variable ∆ formally affects the profit functions only through its impact as a denominator in the demand function (see §3). Moreover, with our parameters, one ECU's decrease in a seller's price could lead to an increase of at most
∆ in unit sales. This translates to the values of x as described above. While our approach had not conveyed the full formal details of the demand function, we considered that the participants could grasp our descriptions intuitively within the time constraint of the experimental session. The participants could then learn to improve their decisions from round to round in the session, based on such initial intuitions.
Results and Analysis
In this section, we report our major findings from our experiment. Our data analysis focuses on two major dependent variables that correspond to the decision variables of cost transparency and pricing decisions; respectively:
1. Transparency rate: the proportion of participant sellers' decisions that adopted cost transparency, which can also be seen as a population likelihood measure for the adoption of cost transparency. The measure could be defined over a specific round (Figure 1 ) or a specific number of rounds (as in Table 2 ), and is always defined with respect to a particular seller role (high/low-quality) in a particular quality differentiation (∆) condition in our analysis.
Mean price (in ECUs)
: the average selling price selected by all participant sellers with respect to a particular seller role (high/low-quality) in a particular quality differentiation (∆) condition. Again, this measure could be defined over a specific round (Figure 1 ) or a specific number of rounds (as in Table 2 ). Figure 1 illustrates how these dependent variables (i.e., Transparency rate and Mean price in ECUs) evolved in the sessions. The figure suggests that there were overall "learning effects" in all of the experiment conditions. This is understandable, as the experimental game involved a complex scenario of duopolistic competition with two sequential decisions for each player, as well as a demand function that had to be fully appreciated through experience. To further examine the learning effects, we divide the 30 rounds of the experimental session into three blocks. Block 1 includes Round 1 to 10, Block 2 includes Round 11 to 20, and Block 3 includes Round 21 to 30.
Learning effects
For each condition and each role, we conducted a within-subjects 3-condition (blocks) ANOVA for each of the two major dependent variables. We find a significant effect in block (p < 0.05) in the transparency rate for the high-quality seller across all conditions, as well as for the low-quality seller in the low quality differentiation condition. We also find a significant effect in block (p < 0.01) in the mean price in ECUs for either seller role in the high quality differentiation condition. These observations confirm that there were indeed widespread learning in the experiment.
Hence, in the subsequent data analysis, we typically examine the dependent variables separately in each block, as well as the session overall means. Accordingly, Table 2 shows the block-by-block as well as session overall means of each of the major dependent variables, together with the equilibrium predictions (right-most column). Table 2 (a) focuses on the transparency rate (i.e., the proportion of participant sellers' who adopted the transparent strategy T ). Because our equilibrium predictions for the transparency rate are at the endpoints (i.e., either 0 or 1) of the possible range of this dependent variable, standard statistical tests would not be applicable in testing for adherence to equilibrium predictions. Nevertheless, Table 2 (a) shows -with statistical results notated in the table -that, directionally across conditions, the transparency rates are consistent with equilibrium analysis as expressed in Hypothesis H1.
Adoption of cost transparency: Hypothesis H1
Specifically, from observing either the Block 3 or the session overall means, we can make the following conclusions:
(a) The high-quality sellers were not significantly more or significantly less likely to adopt cost transparency when quality differentiation decreased from high to medium. This is consistent with hypothesis H1(a).
(b) The high-quality sellers were significantly more likely to adopt cost transparency when quality differentiation decreased from medium to low, as indicated by the asterisks ( * or * * ) in the rows that correspond to low quality differentiation (i.e., when ∆ = 4) in Table 2 (a) . This is consistent with Hypothesis H1(a).
(c) The low-quality sellers were significantly more likely to adopt cost transparency when quality differentiation decreased from high to medium, as indicated by the asterisks ( * or * * ) in the rows that correspond to medium quality differentiation (i.e., when ∆=12) in Table 2 (a) . This is consistent with Hypothesis H1(b).
Finally, as shown in the rows that correspond to low quality differentiation (i.e., when ∆=4)
in Table 2 (a), the low-quality sellers were significantly more likely to adopt cost transparency when quality differentiation decreased from medium to low -whereas equilibrium analysis (Table   1 ) predicts that transparency rates should have peaked at 1 at medium quality differentiation and remained so at low quality differentiation. This experimental result is therefore not consistent with Hypothesis H1(b). The result suggests that the low-quality sellers had not been adopting cost transparency sufficiently often in the medium quality differentiation condition. The reason behind this observation could be that the low-quality sellers were pricing around -though not significantly above, in a statistical sense -the reference price of 15 in that condition (see Table 2 (b)), so that they could be more wary in adopting cost transparency than theoretically predicted.
Next, in order to test Hypothesis H1(c), we compare the differences in the likelihood of adoption of cost transparency by role (high-quality vs. low-quality seller) controlling for the quality differentiation condition. Within-subjects t-tests (with each observed duopoly pair as a "subject") suggest that, under high and medium quality differentiation, the high-quality sellers were less likely to adopt cost transparency than the low-quality sellers overall as well as in Blocks 2 and 3 (p < 0.05 in all comparisons). This is consistent with hypothesis H1(c). The difference under medium quality differentiation is, in particular, highly consistent with equilibrium predictions, which suggest a transparency rate of 0 for high-quality sellers and 1 for low-quality sellers. However, equilibrium predictions suggest equal transparency rate (= 0) by role in the high quality differentiation condition. This in turn suggests that low-quality sellers in that condition overused cost transparency to compete against the high-quality sellers, perhaps because they were too sensitive of their weak competitive position. Note that the differences in transparency rate by role is larger under medium quality differentiation than under high quality differentiation in Block 3 (p ≈ 0.05 for the relevant interaction effect). In other words, the difference between the two sellers' likelihoods to adopt cost transparency is the highest at medium quality differentiation, compared with either low or high quality differentiation. This is consistent with Hypothesis H1(c).
Overall, we have obtained evidence that participants used cost transparency policy strategically in accordance with the competitive environment, in a way that is largely consistent with theory. of all, it shows that prices were largely non-significantly different from equilibrium predictions for both seller roles in the medium and high quality differentiation conditions; this is reflected by the fact that there are few '+ or ' + + signs in Table 2 (b) when ∆ = 12 or 20. However, in the low quality differentiation condition where ∆ = 4, prices were prevalently and significantly above equilibrium predictions; this is reflected by the prevalence of '+ or ' + + signs in Table 2 (b) when ∆ = 4. Note, however, that these deviations did not affect the fact that both sellers adopted cost transparency with relatively high likelihoods, which is consistent with hypothesis H1(a) (see also The positive deviation in prices from equilibrium predictions under low quality differentiation might be attributed to the human sellers' attempt to "collude" tacitly, since the intense price competition in that condition could erode profits seriously (note the relatively low equilibrium prices and profits in this condition, as listed in Table 1 ). Within our assumed regime of full market coverage, collusion could theoretically lead to indefinitely high prices, because full market coverage means that every consumer always buys from one of the sellers whatever the prices. But in practice, our computer programme sets an upper limit on prices to 100 ECUs. If we use 100 as a default benchmark for successful collusive pricing, then the seller populations in all three experimental conditions clearly fell short of that benchmark. To sum up, under low quality differentiation, collusive tendencies led to a general significant positive deviation from equilibrium predictions. In the other two conditions, there were no significant deviations from equilibrium predictions. Table 2 (b) also offers some evidence in support of Hypothesis H2, which is concerned with directional changes in prices across conditions. Specifically, the high-quality sellers' prices in Block 3 exhibit consistently significant decreases as quality differentiation decreases across conditions, as indicated by the asterisks ( * or * * ) in the Block 3 column in Table 2 (b). Specifically, the highquality seller's mean price in ECUs decreases from 27.4 to 20.1, and then to 13.9, when quality differentiation decreases from high to medium, and then to low. That is, the high-quality seller's prices were consistent with Hypothesis H2(a) at least upon sufficiently learning. Meanwhile, in Block 3, the low-quality seller's mean price in ECUs also decreases from 23.3 to 16.7, and then to 13.0, when quality differentiation decreases from high to medium, and then to low, although these decreases are statistically non-significant. Possibly, the low-quality seller's prices were too affected by collusive tendencies to offer statistically significant support to Hypothesis H2(a) even upon learning. Another possible reason is that the high-quality seller's prices should change more dramatically than the low-quality seller's prices across conditions according to equilibrium predictions (see Table 1 ), and would therefore be less likely to be overwhelmed by noises in our statistical tests.
Pricing decisions: Hypothesis H2
In order to test hypothesis H2(b), we also compare the differences in prices by role (high-quality vs. low-quality seller) controlling for the quality differentiation condition. Within-subjects t-tests (with each observed duopoly pair as a "subject") suggest that, under high and medium quality differentiation, the low-quality sellers set lower prices than the high-quality sellers overall as well as in every block (p < 0.05 in all comparisons), with the single exception of Block 2 in the low quality differentiation condition. This is consistent with Hypothesis H2(b). The result highlights the intuition that the low-quality sellers had to price lower than the high-quality sellers, in order to overcome their competitive disadvantage.
Correlation between cost transparency and pricing decisions
It is also worth noting that the transparency rate is often negatively correlated with the mean price in ECUs for either seller role and in every condition; i.e., a seller tends to set a higher price when he/she adopts the opaque strategy, and set a lower price when he/she adopts cost transparency strategy.
Specifically, point-biserial correlation analysis reveals significant (p < 0.05) negative correlations in overall as well as Blocks 2 and 3 measures for either seller role and in every condition, except for the low-quality seller in Blocks 2 and 3 under the medium quality differentiation condition (where the correlations are non-significant). This can be understood by the intuition that low-quality sellers in that condition adopted cost transparency more often than the high-quality sellers, and with the competitive advantage thus obtained, they were under less pressure to lower prices.
Additional analysis
The results reported in this section focus on the decision variables of cost transparency adoption (i.e., transparency rate) and pricing (i.e., mean price in ECUs). In Appendix B, we summarize the results of additional analysis on the outcome variables of demand and profit. As discussed in the Appendix B, the observed demands were often different from equilibrium predictions. This could be partly driven by the deviations in cost transparency rates from the extreme value equilibrium predictions (i.e., either never or always adopt cost transparency). However, the demand deviations did not translate into profit deviations: profits were largely not significantly different from equilib-rium predictions. An exception is that the collusive tendencies benefited the high-quality seller's profits significantly in the low quality differentiation condition. But the same is not observed in the other conditions; nor did the tendencies benefit the low-quality seller significantly in any condition.
To conclude, our experimental data offers evidence in support of the intuition from our theoretical equilibrium analysis as presented in Section 3. We find support for both of the hypotheses H1 and H2, which are derived from equilibrium analysis and describe how cost transparency adoption and prices change with quality differentiation. In particular, in keeping with theory, as quality differentiation decreased in the experiment, the sellers (especially the low-quality sellers) adopted cost transparency more prevalently.
Discussion and Conclusion
Motivated by the observations that some sellers are becoming more transparent by disclosing information about their supply chain process or supply chain cost, we made an initial attempt to understand the economic benefits and the underlying factors for firms to adopt a cost transparency strategy. We first set up a parsimonious and tractable analytical framework to study our research questions. Our model is based on simplifying assumptions about consumers' response to cost transparency -assumptions that are consistent with the empirical findings on the general appeal of cost transparency (Mohan et al. (2015) ) as well as dual entitlement concerns (Kahenmann et al. (1986) ).
Through our analysis of a monopoly, we have found that the transparent strategy is dominant when the perceived product quality is relatively low compared to the unit cost. This result may help to justify why luxury goods firms (with high perceived quality and relative low unit cost) should not disclose their cost information.
We have also extended our analysis to the case when two asymmetric firms compete in a duopoly.
Our analytical results revealed that the quality differentiation between firms is the key driver for predicting whether different firms should adopt the transparent strategy or not. Specifically, we have found that both firms should adopt the transparent strategy when the quality differentiation is low, only the low quality firm would adopt the transparent strategy when the quality differentiation is medium, and no firms should should adopt the transparent strategy when the quality differentiation is high. This result is based on the intuition that, when quality differentiation is high, different firms can set different selling price to segment the market. However, as quality differentiation becomes less prominent, competitive pricing alone is not sufficient and the transparent strategy becomes the additional lever for firms to segment the market.
Our equilibrium predictions based on our analytical results revealed the relationship between:
(1) quality differentiation and cost transparency; and (2) quality differentiation and competitive pricing. To examine the causality between quality differentiation and cost transparency adoption of each firm as well as selling price determined by each firm, we conducted a laboratory experiment.
Our experiment provided supportive evidence that, as quality differentiation decreases, both firms are more likely to adopt cost transparency and reduce prices.
In our theoretical model, we have made several assumptions. Firstly, we have assumed that the increase in the consumer's willing to pay owing to the firm's adoption of the transparency strategy (denoted by φ) is a constant. Undoubtedly, this could depend on other market parameters such as the marginals cost of the firms. As long as φ is independent of the price of the firms, the essence of our results remain, that the extent of quality differentiation drives the adopt of the transparency strategy at the equilibrium. Secondly, we have also assumed that the impact of price fairness, as denoted by γ is symmetric in that consumers react to price above and below the reference point in the same way. Undoubtedly, consumers may potentially respond more to a price above the reference price than when the price is below the reference price, or vice versa. If indeed consumers react more aversely to a price above (below) the reference price, it would imply that there is less tendency for the firm to price higher (lower). In other words, adoption of the cost transparency strategy is less attractive when the reference price is low (high). Nonetheless, quality differentiation between the firms is pivotal on the adoption of the transparency strategy.
Our intent is to make an initial attempt to explore the underlying factors that drive cost transparency in a competitive setting, and there is much more to examine further in future research.
For instance, our analytical model is based on perfect information and we relegate the issue of information asymmetry as future research. Also, there is a need to examine the impact of competition intensity on the firm's transparency decision: would firms be more transparent when market competition becomes more intense? Finally, it is conceivable that some firms may use transparency as a "signal" to the market that they are "more honest". Hence, it is of interest to examine the value of this signal and how consumers can use this signal to learn about the underlying quality of the product. . Furthermore, (i) m T * is decreasing in c but increasing in q, k, φ, and increasing in γ for ck > q + φ; (ii) p T * is increasing in q, c, k, γ and φ; (iii) π T * M is increasing in q, k, γ, φ and increasing in c if and only if k > γ+1 γ .
Comparing the optimal profits as stated in Lemmas 7 and 8, we obtain Proposition 1.
Analysis: Asymmetric Duopoly
We examine the four subgames to derive the adoption of the transparency strategy at equilibrium.
In this subgame, both firms adopt the opaque strategy O so that the purchase (1), it is easy to check that:
In this case,
. By applying the assumption
to maximize its profit that can be expressed as: for Firm i as stated in Lemma 1.
Subgame 2: (T , O) In this subgame, we examine the case where the higher quality firm, Firm 1, adopts the transparent strategy T while Firm 2 adopts the opaque strategy O. In this case, the purchase utility for Firm 1 is given as
, while the purchase utility for Firm 2 is given as U 2 (v j , O) = v j q 2 − p 2 . Thus, from (2) and (1), we get:
where
By applying the assumption that v j ∼ U [0, 1], we can use the same approach as above to determine the demand for each firm D i , i = 1, 2. Also, as each firm chooses its price to maximize its profit
we can derive the best response functions as:
Solving (9) and (10) simultaneously, we obtain Lemma 2.
Subgame 3: (O, T ) Next, when the higher quality firm, Firm 1, adopts the opaque strategy O and Firm 2 adopts the transparent strategy T , it is easy to check from from (1) and (2) that
). Solving this non-cooperative subgame in the same manner as in Subgame 2, we obtain Lemma 3.
Subgame 4: (T , T ) Finally, when both firms adopt the transparent strategy T , consumers do not generate additional consumer utility relative to its competitor owing to voluntary cost transparency adopted by both firms. Hence, φ plays no role in the equilibrium and for i = 1, 2, (2), we get:
Using the same approach as described above, we obtain Lemma 4.
By ordering τ 1,1 , τ 1,2 , τ 2,1 , τ 2,2 and re-writing them as σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 , σ 4 , we derive Theorem 1. Table A1 lists the observed means of demand and profit by condition, seller role, and block, all normalized by the market size N = 1,000.
Appendix B: Additional Data Analysis for the Experiment
Panel (a) of Table A1 shows that the demands were often significantly different from equilibrium predictions. Under the high and medium quality differentiation conditions, the high-quality (low-quality) seller consistently captured higher (lower) demands than theoretically predicted (the only exception was over Block 3 under the high quality differentiation condition). These demand deviations could be partly driven by the deviations in cost transparency rates from the extreme value equilibrium predictions (i.e., either never or always adopt cost transparency). For example, the high-quality sellers over-adopted cost transparency in the high and medium quality differentiation conditions (see Figure 1 ) relative to the equilibrium prescription of never adopting cost transparency. Coupled with the high-quality sellers' intrinsic competitive advantage, their over-adoption of cost transparency contributed to the significant demand deviations as observed. Meanwhile, the changes in demands from the high to the medium quality differentiation conditions followed the directions suggested by equilibrium predictions, that is, decrease for the high-quality seller and increase for the low-quality seller.
In the low quality differentiation condition, the high-quality (low-quality) seller consistently captured lower (higher) demands than theoretically predicted. This could be attributed to the more significant collusive tendencies in that condition, as discussed in the main text. Correspondingly, the changes in demands from medium to low quality differentiation conditions were opposite to the directions suggested by equilibrium predictions. Panel (b) of Table A1 shows that the observed profits were largely not significantly different from equilibrium predictions, at least upon sufficient learning after Block 1. Only in the low quality differentiation condition did the collusive tendencies lead to the high-quality sellers earning significantly more profits than predicted. Nevertheless, such collusive tendencies did not benefit the low-quality sellers over and above the equilibrium predictions. The changes in the high-quality seller's profit across conditions also followed the directions suggested by equilibrium predictions, i.e., a consistently significant decrease as the quality differentiation decreased. However, the low-quality sellers profit did not register a similar significant change across conditions. This is possibly because, compared with the high-quality seller, the lowquality seller's equilibrium profits are relatively near to each other across conditions, so that any directional changes across conditions in the experiment could be more easily overwhelmed by noises. 
2 . Also, the equilibrium profit for each firm satisfies: π
Analysis of Subgame 2: (T , O)
When the higher quality firm 1 adopts the transparent strategy T and Firm 2 adopts the opaque strategy O, (1) and (2) reveal that the purchase utility for Firm 1 is given as
, where X 1 = φ + γc 1 k, and for Firm 2 is given
Because ∆ = (q 1 − q 2 ), the left-hand-side of the above equation is a quadratic function in q 1 with a minimum point. This implies that the above condition holds when q 1 is sufficiently large for any given q 2 . This implies that the best response for Firm 1 is to adopt the opaque strategy also when Firm 2 adopts the opaque strategy. This result is consistent with third statement of Theorem 1:
both firms should adopt the opaque strategy when the quality differentiation ∆ is sufficiently high. 
Because ∆ = (q 1 − q 2 ), the left-hand-side of the above equation is again a quadratic function in q 1 with a minimum point. As a result, the above condition holds if q 1 is sufficiently large for any given q 2 . We can conclude that, when Firm 2 adopts the transparency strategy T , it is optimum for Firm 1 to adopt the opaque strategy O if the quality differentiation is sufficiently large. If we interpret this statement from a different angle; i.e., firm 1 should adopt the transparent strategy T when the quality differentiation ∆ is sufficiently low (when firm 2 adopts the transparent strategy T ), then this interpretation corroborates with first statement of Theorem 1: both firms should adopt the transparent strategy T when the quality differentiation ∆ is sufficiently low. 
Because ∆ = (q 1 − q 2 ), the left-hand-side of the above equation is a quadratic function in q 2 with a minimum point. Thus, for any given q 1 , the above condition holds when q 2 is sufficiently low. This implies that, when Firm 1 adopts the opaque strategy, the opaque strategy is the best response for Firm 2 if the quality differentiation is high. Put differently, this finding supports the third statement in Theorem 1, that both firms adopt the opaque strategy when quality differentiation is high. −q 2 ∆ + q 2 (φ + γc 1 (k − 1)) + (2q 1 − q 2 )c 2 − q 2 c 1 − (2q 1 − q 2 ) √ γ + 1 (φ + γc 2 (k − 1)) ≥ 0.
Because ∆ = (q 1 − q 2 ), the left hand side of the above equation is a quadratic function in q 2 with a minimum point. This implies that, for any given q 1 , the above condition holds when q 2 is sufficiently small, As a result, we conclude that, when Firm 1 adopts the transparency strategy, it is optimal for Firm 2 to adopt the opaque strategy if the quality differentiation is high. Put differently, when Firm 1 adopts the transparent strategy, the transparent strategy is optimum for Firm 2 if the quality differentiation is low. This finding supports the first statement in Theorem 1:
when quality differentiation is low, both firms adopt the transparent strategy, T .
By combining our findings as stated above, we can conclude the following. When the market may not be fully covered, our key findings as stated in Theorem 1 continued to hold. Specifically, both firms should adopt the transparent strategy when the quality differentiation is low, and adopt the opaque strategy when the quality differentiation is high.
Description of Experiment
Sample Instructions in the Experiment (High Quality Differentiation Condition)
INSTRUCTIONS
Welcome to this decision-making study. Please read these instructions carefully at your own pace.
If you follow them closely, you may earn a considerable amount of money.
The study consists of 30 rounds in which you will make many decisions. It will last approximately one hour. If you have any questions at any point, please raise your hand, and a study coordinator will approach you. Please do not ask any questions aloud or communicate with other participants.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
At the beginning of the study, you will be randomly matched with another participant in this session to form a pair of competing sellers. You will interact with this same participant repeatedly in all the 30 rounds of the study through the study interface on the computer in front of you.
The sellers (you and the participant who is matched with you to be a competing seller) will be selling their products to a market of 1,000 simulated buyers, who make purchases according to a preset program. In every round, every simulated buyer will purchase exactly one product unit from either of the sellers.
Each product unit costs a seller 10 Experimental Currency Units (ECUs) to sell. This is the selling cost. There are no other costs to the sellers. The selling cost is the same for both sellers and remains the same (at 10 ECUs) throughout the study.
The seller' decisions in every round proceed in two stages, which will be indicated in your study interface.
1. Stage 1: Each seller decides independently whether to disclose the selling cost of his/her product to the buyers (called "disclosure decision"). The decision is either "Opaque" (i.e., not disclosing the selling cost) or "Transparent" (i.e., disclosing the selling cost). After both sellers have submitted their disclosure decisions, these decisions will be made public between the sellers, and the round will proceed to Stage 2.
Stage 2:
Each seller sets the price per unit of his/her product (in ECUs) independently. After both sellers have submitted their prices, the prices will be made public between the sellers.
The simulated buyers will then make purchase decisions according to a preset program. You and the competing seller will be informed about how many buyers (out of the 1,000 buyers in the market) purchase your product. This is the demand for your product. You will also be informed about how many buyers purchase the competing seller's product (i.e., the competing seller's demand).
Each seller will also be informed about his/her own profit as well as the competing seller's profit.
A seller's profit depends on his/her price, the selling cost (fixed at 10 ECUs) and the demand of his/her product according to this formula: Profit = (Price -10 ECUs) X Demand
SELLER ROLE
One of the sellers will be assigned the role of Seller P; the other seller will be assigned the role of Seller Q. Seller P's product has a higher quality than Seller Q's product, and thus, Seller P has a competitive advantage over Seller Q (see below). The participants will be informed about his/her assigned seller roles at the beginning of the study; each participant's role will remain the same throughout the study.
BUYERS' RESPONSES TO THE SELLERS' DECISIONS
The simulated buyers respond to the sellers' decisions according to a preset program. The program has the following features:
(b) The buyers will also compare the seller's price with the disclosed selling cost, and judge whether the seller is making a "fair" profit or not. The program is such that a 50% profit over the selling cost is considered "fair". That is, if the selling cost (10 ECUs) is disclosed to the buyers, a price of 15 ECUs (making a profit of 5 ECUs, i.e., 50% of the selling cost) is considered "fair". Any prices that are lower than 15 ECUs will attract more buyers to the seller; any prices that are higher than 15 ECUs will turn buyers away from the seller.
These two effects, when combined, could result in a net increase (when the price is low enough) or a net decrease (when the price too high) in the demand of the seller's product.
Note that, in any round:
1. The simulated buyers do not know the selling cost of a seller until the seller decides to disclose it in that round.
2.
The buyers do not know that the sellers' selling costs are the same. If a seller discloses his/her selling cost but the other seller does not, the buyers will not know (and respond to) whether the latter seller is making a "fair" profit or not.
3. The buyers have no "memory" from round to round, and will not remember the disclosed cost from any previous round.
HOW WILL YOU BE PAID?
At the end of the study, after all the 30 rounds are over, your profit in ECUs from 1 randomly chosen round will be converted into money at the rate of 1,000 ECUs per S $1. This will be added to your participation bonus of S$15, and paid to you in private and in cash (rounded to the nearest S$) at the end of the session.
If you have any questions, please raise your hand and the study coordinator will approach you.
Once you have completed reading the instructions, please click the button on your study interface to show that you are ready. The study will begin when every participant in this session has clicked that button on his/her study interface.
Good luck!
